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19.1.5 CLAMour
The CLAMour gem design, like Tris de Garnet, is deceptively simple, yet it holds a deeper,
more mathematical secret. Hidden behind the apparently straightforward selection of index
Chapter 17.5 supplies all of the mathematical (and practical) gore of the CLAM method.
Cutting CLAMour is, relatively
speaking, simplicity itself, and the
gem does a really nice job of balancing colour and sparkle. Figures 19-21
and 19-22 contain the usual 4-views
of the design and its GemCAD prescription, respectively, while Figure
19-23 portrays, in abbreviated form,
the cutting sequence.
CLAMour is a typical keel-type
gem cut in the sense that it exploits
what are effectively multiple “center
points“ along the base of the stone to
keep the pavilion angles under control in an elongated design. While
cutting the gem, try to understand

Figure 19-20 CLAMour, rendered in garnet.

Figure 19-21 Top, side, bottom, and end views of the CLAMour gem design.

Figure 19-22 GemCAD prescription for CLAMour. Note that P1-P2 locate the corner girdle meet using the CLAM
technique. Turn to Chapter 17.5 for more.
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how the keel comes together. If and when you embark on your own design adventures, your
command of the keel will come in very useful.
work well in any medium to strongly saturated material. Try it yourself and see.

Figure 19-23 The CLAMour cutting sequence. P1 and P2 work together to locate the corner of the gem, while
facets P3 and P4 establish the outline based on this reference (upper left). P5 through P7 level the girdle and
add visual interest (upper right). The crown is relatively conventional, with C1 and C2 defining the girdle (lower
left). The free floating table (lower right) has no meet points. While easier to execute in principle, you should
monitor your progress carefully to ensure a pleasing, symmetric gem.

